Wikimedia Ukraine

Maksym, Vira, Hanna, Mykola, and Oleksii

WHO IS HERE?

Achievement: Presentation for representatives of government departments on steps they can take to subserve Ukrainian Wikiprojects (these steps they now start to take)

Change: Segregation of duties between board members by projects

Event: Meeting of teachers practicing teaching with Wikipedia to share the experience and drafting "Wikipedia for Teachers Introduction" for Ukrainian realities

3 MILESTONES IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS

Creating long-term strategy for Wikimedia Ukraine and self-organization in completing it

OUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE AHEAD

# Photo contests
# Wikipedia article contests
# Wikiexpeditions

Many confident, productive, kind, non-conflict community members, who speak the same wondrous common tongue that leaves no misunderstandings

If the Wikimedia Fairy were to grant you a wish, what would it be?